
70 Interesting Compare and Contrast Essay Topics for 

College Students 

  

Finding a good topic can sometimes be more difficult than the actual writing. I have faced trouble many 

times and wasted days just only thinking about a topic for writing. 

  

I never hesitate in asking help from my parents, teachers, or friends. They have always been there to 

help me in deciding a good topic. My elder sister used to write my essay for me. She always deliberately 

missed the title. Whenever I asked her, she used to say read the essay and give it a title yourself. This 

technique helped me in giving 100s of titles to single writing which groomed my thinking abilities. 

 

 

  

Some people feel shy and hesitate to ask for help which slows their learning process. Writing is not 

about just writing words on the screen. It is the way you present the topic to your reader, the way you 

have to understand it. If you are not comfortable with the topic, how can you make your reader 

understand it? 
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There is no shame in taking help from others when it comes to writing. An essay writing service, a 

sibling, friend, or a teacher anyone can help you, all you need to do is ask. If you are going to consult a 

professional, always choose a trustworthy source so that you do not fall victim to any scam. 

Here I present to you 70 most interesting compare and contrast topics on which you can write an essay. 

This will save your time for deciding, just pick a topic of your interest and start writing. 

  

Do not rush in selecting the topic that interests you. An online essay writer always takes a little bit of 

time in performing some research about the topic. Therefore, you are required to perform some 

research on the topic before selecting it for the writing. 

  

Performing research before selecting the topic is very important. It will let you know whether there is 

plenty of data available on the topic or not. It is a possibility that you select a topic which might interest 

you a lot but you cannot get enough data about it on the internet. This will slow down your writing and 

probably you are going to miss a deadline or two. Just search for assignment help Australia to get your 

work done within a desirable time or take guidance from the essay experts. 

  

Fortunately, the below-mentioned topics are uniquely selected and gathered in one place for you. There 

is enough data available on the internet for the 70 compare and contrast topics. All you need to do is 

select one of your interests and start writing about it. 

1.     Sugar vs. salt 

2.     Doctor vs. engineer 

3.     Poetry vs. Prose 

4.     Antisocial and psychosis disorder 

5.     Differentiate between hard and soft drugs. 

6.     Differentiate between love and lust 

7.     Abnormal vs. normal psychology 

8.     Gold vs. silver 

9.     Badminton vs. tennis 

10. Online dating vs. real life dating 

11. Long-distance relationship vs. face-to-face relationship 

12. Compare and contrast employment and education 

13. Extroverts vs. introverts 

14. Compare and contrast students with or without part-time employment 
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15. Traditional schooling vs. homeschooling 

16. Research paper vs. essay writing 

17. Argumentative essay vs. analytical essay 

18. GRE vs. SAT 

19. Compare and contrast family members and friends 

20. Twitter vs. Facebook 

21. Facebook vs. Instagram 

22. Instagram vs. Twitter 

23. WhatsApp vs. Snapchat 

24. Snapchat vs. Twitter 

25. Twitter vs. WhatsApp 

26. Dieting vs. working out 

27. Being single vs being in a relationship 

28. Cricket vs. football 

29. Football vs. baseball 

30. Basketball vs. volleyball 

31. Cricket vs. basketball 

32. Summer holidays vs winter holidays 

33. Winters vs. summers 

34. Typing vs. handwriting 

35. Depression vs. anxiety 

36. Medication vs. therapy 

37. Down syndrome vs. Autism 

38. Nurture vs. Nature 

39. Checkers vs. chess 

40. Judo vs. Aikido 

41. Compare and contrast 3D and 4D 

42. Differentiate between Bollywood or Hollywood 

43. The Witcher vs. games of thrones 



44. The vampire diaries vs. teen wolf 

45. The 100s vs. Teen wolf 

46. Marvel vs. DC 

47. Avengers vs. fantastic four 

48. Horror vs. comedy 

49. Compare and contrast evening workout and morning workout 

50. Compare and contrast medication and vaccination 

51. Dumbledore vs. Gandalf 

52. Julius Caesar vs. Edward Snowden 

53. Compare and contrast life and death 

54. Compare and contrast hell and heaven 

55. Joseph Stalin vs. Adolf Hitler 

56. Compare and contrast World War I and II 

57. Compare and contrast singing and dancing 

58. Compare and contrast acting and singing 

59. Compare and contrast acting and dancing 

60. Opera vs. Jazz 

61. Hip hop vs. Jazz 

62. Opera vs. Hip hop 

63. Apple vs Mango 

64. The Great Recession vs. The Great Depression 

65. Mahayana Buddhism vs. Theravada 

66. Christianity vs. Judaism 

67. Cult following vs. religious following 

68. Christianity vs. Islam 

69. Compare and contrast between a Hindu and a Muslim 

70. Compare and contrast private and public universities 

  



All of the topics are from different fields therefore, there is a very low probability that you are not going 

to find any topic for yourself. 

  

I hope this article helps you in finding a topic of your interest. Take your time, do not hurry in selecting a 

topic, if you feel confident about any topic, perform a little research on the topic. Although, we are 

pretty much sure that you are going to find enough data to start writing for any of the topics you select. 
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